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SUMMARY

Organization

This year, due to the extreme drought of the previous
summer, a Drought Relief Program was being considered for the
state. President Eisenhower made a trip to Tucson to con

sider this step. The farm organizations of Santa Cruz County
were contacted by the County Agents' Office and invited to

present statements regarding their drought situation. These
statements were to be presented to the President. Generally,
local leaders cooperated in carrying on the Extension Program.
Once again a Ranchers' Grasshopper Control Committee was acti
vated to function if the infestation this year warranted
their action. The County 4-H Club Council assisted the Exten
sion Oftiee in planning and conducting the 4-H Club program
in the county.

Cotton

Cotton acreage this year in the county was considerably
reduced as a result of the new Soil Bank Progr�a. Results
from various cotton tests, variety and fertilization carried
on in Pima and Santa Cruz Counties, were made available to all
county cotton growers. The latest information on cotton in
sect and disease control was made available to all growers in
the county. The Verticillium Wilt problem is still evident
and more variety testing is being done with this problem in
mind. Chemical control of Annual Morning Glory and other
annual weeds bas been carried on successfully the last two
years.

Feed Crops

Proper and necessary fertilization of such crops as al
talfa, barley and the grain sorghums is becoming more

necessary tor economical production. The use of phosphate
fertilizers and nitrogen sources on alfalfa and the small
grains respectively, is becoming standard practice by local
growers. Recommendations on varieties and rates of planting
were contributed by the County Extension Office.

Soils

There has been increased usage ot green manure crops for
the purpose ot building up the general tilth ot the soll.
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SUMMARY (continued)

Soils (continued)

Its use has also proven beneficial when planted on root rot
ground. Papago Peas is the popular green manure crop in the
county.

Beef Cattle

Recommendations and assistance are given local cattlemen
regarding such problems as disease and insect control. New
and important developments in the livestock field are made
available to the ranchers through circular letters, bulletins
and personal contacts.

Range Management

Assistance was given cattlemen in surveying grasshopper
infestations and determining the severity. A Ranchers' Grass
hopper Control Committee was set up and ready to go into action
had the infestation warranted it. In areas where there were

small, heavy concentrations of hoppers, the use of 2 oz. of
teehnlcal Aldrin per acre was recommended. The frame work was

set up tor a field demonstration on the use of stock water

evaporation retardants.
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I. COUNTY SITUATION

Because of Santa Cruz County's topographic, climatic
and physiological makeup, range cattle production is the
county's primary agricultural enterprise. Within the con

fines of Santa Cruz County same of the best rangeland in the
state exists. Generally, the quality of beef cattle on

these ranges is far above average; they are excellent breed
ing stock. Hereford is the dominant breed. However, in
recent years the county has laid claim to high quality herds
of the other breeds, such as: Brahman, Angus, Charlaise,
Charbray, and Santa Gertrudis. There has been some cross

breeding of these breeds with the Hereford.

In general, the range livestock industry in the county
is prosperous. The cattle raised are largely confined to
purebred or registered herds and high grade cattle. The
size of operating units in Santa Cruz County varies from a

tew head to over a thousand head of breeding stock. They
are generally fairly large units. There are roughly 20,000
head of breeding cattle owned by 130 cattlemen. Proper cul
ling and 'selection of replacements from the basic herd will
be emphasized.

The past year's rainfall has been very encouraging to
the local cattlemen as they have just sweated through
another drought period. This condition of course does not
necessarily mark an'end to the drought threat. This drought
condition has brought out the singular importance of contin
ually carrying on proper range management techniques. The
proper and timely use of perennial and annual grasses is be
coming more evident.

Close cooperation will be maintained with the county's
cattlemen in grasshopper control work. Surveys of infesta
tions will be continued to determine degrees of control to
be recommended. Timely and proper use of rangeland in rela
tion to rainfall and vegetative growth will be stressed.

Cotton has been the major farm crop in Santa Cruz County.
Less acreage was put into cotton this year than in many
previous years; this due to the adoption of the SolI Bank
Program. Generally, those growers putting their land into
the Soil Bank were those hardest hit by Verticl11ium Wilt.
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I. COUNTY SITUATION (continued)

Additional land taken out of cotton has practically all
been put into feed crops for cattle. Feed crops may add up
to an advantage over cotton, if Verticlllium Wilt in cotton
continues to increase in severity.

Crop rotations with cotton, grain and alfalfa or other
legumes will continue to be encouraged. The use ot Papago
Peas as a green manure crop will be stressed, as will the
use of small grains for the same purpose.

Attempts at producing vegetables, including potatoes,
have been made in the past with Tarious results. Early fall
and late spring frosts are a hazard in the production of
vegetables. Cotton and other field crops are also adversely
affected by fr0sts, but not to such an extent as are vege
tables.
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II. ORGANIZATION

In Santa Cruz County there are no official farmer or
rancher organizations sponsoring Agricultural Extension
work. The Ranchers' Grasshopper Control Committee, a direct
result of heav7 infestations of grasshoppers posing a threat
to the county's rangeland, has worked closely with the
County Extension Office and with the Plant Pest Control Di
vision of the U.S.D.A. All 4-H Club Work in the county is
sponsored and supported by the County Council -- a group co�

posed of county 4-H Club leaders and community leaders with
interests in 4-H Club Work

The planning for and selection of judges tor the 1957
Santa Cruz County Fair was in cooperation with the County
Agents' Otfice. The County Agents' Otfice also provided
assistance in organization and conducting of the Fair.
Judges this year were obtained tram the Cochise County Ex
tension staff and one lay judge from Cochise County was

also used. This arrangement for judges worked well and put
no pressure on the University's Specialists.
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III. PROGRAM PLANNING

The County Extension program is one that is developed
as needs in speoific fields make themselves evident. The
Extension Service's outlook is a continually changing one

to keep pace with the new systems and ideas of our scientif
ic agriculture. Because there are no organized organizations
for the purpose of planning the Extension program, the plan
ning has been oarried on entirely with individuals.

It is the individual agricultural leaders in the county
that have ,been primarily responsible for guiding the county's
Extension program. These farmers and ranchers have been a .

source of valuable guidance in formulating Santa Cruz Coun��
limited program.
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IV. INFORMATION PROGRAM

It 1s the objective of the Extension Service's informa
tion program to get timely, useful and informative agricul
tural information to the farm and ranch populace of the
county. Timeliness of the subject presented is of the
utmost importance, as the farmer or rancher wants to know
about it when it will be of use to him. Various facilities
are used to convey this information to the audience. Some
of them are: Through bulletins, letters, circular letters,
meetings, newspapers, and personal contacts. Result demon
strations are used extensively to extend specific informa
tion to farmers and ranchers.

The Nogales newspapers are very cooperative in print
ing various results of Extension promoted activities. They
are particularly cooperative when the topics are of major
concern to many of the county's agricultural peoples. The

grasshopper situation is always well publicized and sup
ported. Results of such county events as the County Fair,
4-H Fair, 4-H Achievement Day are readily published in the
local papers.
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v. PROJECTS

4. Livestock

A. Beer Cattle

(1) Range Cattle Operations

Santa Cruz County is endowed with irregular
terrain and a rainfall pattern that is conducive, primarily,
to grass production. Because 01' these main factors, the
county's main agricultural enterprise is beef cattle pro
duction. A majority ot the county is at an elevation of
3000 to 4500 feet and would be classified as Desert Grassland
to Oak-Woodland in type. The San Rafael and Sonoita Valleys
probably have as heavy carrying capacities as any range areas

in the state.

Purebred operators in Santa Cruz County have
always e�rried on detailed selection and culling programs as

part of their operations. Recently, there has been interest
expressed by owners of commercial herds to incorporate a

moderate culling program. The County Agents' Office is plan
ning cooperative work along this line in the f'uture. The
recommended program would include the following steps:
1) During the calving season, watch cow herd and record
birth dates of calves; 2) Identify calves with dams, using
ear tags or other methods; 3) Record calves weight at wean
ing and at the same time field grade the calf on. the basis
ot beer conformation and potential feeding ability; 4} Adjust
calf weights to a uniform age (20$ days), sex and age.of dam;
5) Combine adjusted weights and field grades ot calves -

then 'cull the cows producing off-type and lightweight calves;
6) Keep the heavier, typy heifers as replacements; 7) Only
use bulls of known performance. This type program sells it
selt in the production of heavier, higher quality calves.

Other up-grading practices promoted and
recommended by the Extension Service are the proper selection
ot herd bulls, and the proper ratio of bulls to cows to yield
high calf crops. Bulls should be selected from proven herds
and show beefy conformation. If purchasing bulls in service,
their performance records should be known. In many respects
it is better to purchase young bull calves and allow them to
become accustomed and climatized to their home range. Many
ranchers are realizing the importance of the proper number ot
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v. PROJECTS (continued)
-

4. Livestock (continued)

A. Beet Cattle (continued)

(1) Range Cattle Operations (continued)

bulls to cows in order to produce large calf crops. Gener
ally, one bull to 18 or 20 cows is adequate, but in rougher
terrain this ratio may drop as low as one bull to 10 or 12
cows. Control of the breeding season is generally prac
ticed so that the rancher can have better control of his
calf crop. It also means he can have the calves on the
ground when the greatest amount of nutritious feed is avail
able to both cow and calf.

Another highly recommended practice is that
of supplemental feeding. During the growing season, native
feeds are high in protein and energy and the cattle thrive
on these feeds. However, soon after the growing period, the
native grasses rapidly decrease in nutritional value. This
loss in teed value is primarily a protein, phosphorus and
vitamin loss. These elements are vital for normal growth of
cattle. The recommended practice is to feed supplements
high in these elements during the non-growing period. This
feed period begins soon atter the summer growth stops •. The
feeding of such supplements as cottonseed meal and steamed
bone meal should begin soon after the end of the growing
season so that the cattle's growth and weight is maintained.
Feeding of salt is carried on by all ranchers. Many feed a

salt-feed mixture so that feed intake is controlled. This
way, weaker and smaller animals are also assured their share.
When recommending such mixtures, a major precaution is made
there must be a plentiful, available source of water to
assure the animals' expelling excess salt.
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v. PROJECTS (continued)

4. Livestock (continued)

A. Beef Cattle (continued)

(2) Range Management

The success of the range cattle industry in
santa Cruz County can be attributed to the use ot proper
range management practices by the ranchers. The proper use
of native grass and browse range, particularly during pro
longed drought periods is of the utmost importance. Cattle
men are realizing they must maintain and increase their
native range feeds in order to continue their operation on

its present scale. Proper range managements techniques are

particularly evident during periods of drought. As shown
by some cattlemen the last year or two, those that constant
ly practice proper range management, were not hit so hard by
the drought; others were hit very bard and had to reduce
their basic herd in order to pull through.

The practice of "deferred grazing" is recom
mended by the County Agents' Office. This means that a

portion ot the range each year should be deferred from graz
ing for that period of time that is necessary for the native
grasses to mature and set seed to insure new growth the next
growing season. As soon as the seed crop is assured, then
the area may be grazed if it is needed.

Understocking of the range's potential
carrying capaeity by as much as 25 to 30 percent is also
recommended. There is a �eellng by some cowmen that this
is wasted grass, consequently they stock to capacity and
often above it. Those cattlemen having followed the under
stocking program over a period of years, find that this
"wasted grassD 1s money in the bank in times of drought and
poor vegetative growth.

Many santa Cruz County cowmen are realiz
ing the importance of noxious plant control as part of their
over-all operation. Various methods are being employed by
livestock men to rid their ranges or such noxious plants as

mesquite and acacias. Mr. Lewis of the Oak Bar Ranch,
Patagonia, used the "chaining" method of controlling
mesquite on some of his ranch properties. The mechanics of
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v. PROJECTS (continued)

4. Livestock (continued)

A. Beef Cattle (continued)

(2) Range Management (continued)

the operation were as follows:

Equipment - two D-8 Caterpillars
one 100 ft. anchor chain

The mesquite infested area was "chained" from two directions
so as to pull those trees knocked over (from the one-way
chaining) out of the ground. This "chaining- was done in a

river bottom and covered a two-mi1e.strip about 600 ft.
across (roughly 1$0 acres). The operation was completed in
three days time at an approximate cost of $6.50 per acre.
This amount would seem rather expensive for average range
land. However, considering the forage producing potential
of this rich bottom land, this money was well spent. Mr.
Lewis was well satisfied with the results. A recent,
hurried survey of the area indicates possibly a 65 to 70
percent kill of the older me squf tes. Of course, many ot the
younger trees were m�rely bent during the chaining operation.

Result demonstration work on Harvester. Ant
Control bas been carried on the last three years. It has
demonstrated fair control using chlordane and dieldrin.
Neither insecticide has done a complete control job. It 1s
felt that a complete and permanent control of the ant must
be accomplished before this practice can be practical.

Range fertilization shows some promise for
the future. Plots put out on properties of cooperators,
Mr. Walter Armer, Mr. Blaine Lewis, and Mr. Marshall Hartman
of the Greene Cattle Co., have definitely indicated that

range fertilization will work. Though, as a large scale
operation, it is economically far otf. Fertilization using
nitrogen fertilizers causes the native grasses to green up
earlier in the spring and maintain their green feed period
into the late summer. The vegetative growth is greater,
meaning more forage produced. From previous work done by
the University of Arizona, nitrogen fertilized native grasses
have been analyzed and shown to contain considerably more
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v. PROJECTS (continued)

4. Livestock (continued)

A. Beef Cattle (continued)

(2) Range Man�gement (continued)

protein. This is of particular importance to the cattle
producer. As yet, this practice cannot be recommended be
cause it is economically unsound.

Because of the particularly bad infestation
ot grasshoppers in two counties (Pima and Santa Cr�z) last
year that necessitated spraying of 90,000 acres of rangeland,
the Agent was particularly alert tor any new outbreak that
might necessitate another year of organized control. During
July, the Agent received a grasshopper situation map from
the Plant Pest Control Branch of the U.S.D.A. which listed
southern Pima County and Santa Cruz County as possible
danger areas again this year.

Letters emphasizing the grasshopper threat
are sent each year to all cattlemen. The letters are timed
to coincide with the usual hatching season and give direc
tions for grasshopper controls. The letter emphasizes the
recommendation of getting in and cleaning up heavily infest
ed areas soon after they are hatched so as to prevent a

gener�_l infestation. Method of control is the use of
Aldrin in a water or oil carrier. For small �hot spots" a

regular cattle spray rig can be used.

During early August heavy hatchings of
hoppers were occurring in various parts of the two counties
concerned. By the middle of the month it appeared as if a

large scale eontrol program would be justifiable again this
year.

In anticipation of another bad grasshopper
year, a Ranchers' Grasshopper Control Committee was organized
to include both Pima and Santa Cruz Counties, as was done
last year. The committee, headed by Mr. Robert Townsend did
a wonderful job in keeping abreast of the situation. As
last year, Mr. Tom Schmitt of the Pest Control Division Qt
the Agricultural Rese�rch Service, did an excellent job in
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v. PROJECTS (continued)

4. Livestock (continued)

A. Beet Cattle (continued)

(2) Range Management (continued)

performing a survey of the infested areas. Mr. Schmitt co

ordinated his findings with the Control Committee so that,
should the need for control be necessary, the rancher group
would be ready to go to work. Up until the middle of
August, it appeared as if control measures would be necessary;
then it was noted that the heavily populated areas were thin
ning out. By the end of the third week in August, it was

evident that the inrestation had spread out to such an ex

tent that there were no concentrated areas feasible for large
scale control measures. However, small scale, individual
control measures were emphasized to keep down heavy, local
infestations of grasshoppers.

Where control work was done last year,
there was invariably greatly reduced numbers of grasshoppers
as compared to adjacent areas which were not sprayed in 1956.
The results from last year influenced many ranchers to be in
tavor ot a control program even when the numbers of hoppers
were too low tor large scale control measures.

Such late hatching species as Boopedons
nubiIum, commonly called "Boopee"j Melanoplus lak1nus and
several species ot lubbers, were.dominant hoppers concerned
wi the Once again, it conditIons are tavora.ble, a serious
infestation can be expected next year.
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v.· PROJECTS (continued)

7. Agronomy

A. Cotton

Cotton continues to be the major £arm crop in
Santa Cruz County, though this year the acreage dropped con

siderably as much of the heavil.,. infested wilt land went
into the Soil Bank Program. What cotton was planted bas
done real well this year in spite of some late, unseasona1
rains in October and November. Wbdle the altitude of cotton
land in the county is considerably higher than most cotton
growing areas, the best adapted variety has been Arizona-44.
There is the definite need for other varieties as Verticillium
Wilt is becoming more and more prevalent and Arizona-44 is
neither resistant nor tolerant of wilt.

From all data compiled over an eight-year period
of variety testing in santa Cruz County, it bas been evident
that wilt resistant varieties are necessary for success£ul
cotton production in the county. The only variety carrying
wilt tolerance, of which seed has been available, is WR-2946.
Until recently this has been the adopted variety by many
growers and they have been fairly well satisfied with it.

WR-44 (then known as WR-2976l6) was planted in
1954 by Mr. Jack Clark· on the Baca Float Ranch. His results
were very encouraging. The net value ot the WR-44 yield was

considerably better than the Arizona-44 and the WR-2946.
Mr. Clark's 1956 planting of WR-44 was set back 1n stand
considerably by a cold spring and heavy soil which was ideal
for "soreshin." A 61 percent stand o£ WR-44 remained after
the �soresh1n".siege. During 1956, the WR-4-42 showed up
extremely well being the top yielder for Mr. Clark's variety
test.

This year Mr. Tex Taylor of the P M Ranch co

operated with the Extension Ottice on a variety test using
the following varieties: WR-504, WR-44, N. Mex.-15l1C, and

Progeny Mix (WR-12468).

(See following page)
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v. PROJECTS (continued)

7. Agronomy (continued)

A. cotton (continued)

(1) Cotton Variety Test

cottan Variety Test Harvest
Tax Taylor, P M Ranch, Cooperator

First Picking

Yield in # Seed
cotton per AcreVariet,.

WR-504

WR-44

N. Mex.-1517C

Progeny Mix (12468)

1662

1330

1012

1267

There were four rows of each variety rep
licated four times. Each row was approximately 1/4 mile
long.

N. Mex.-1517C, an early maturing variety,
was a poor yielder as indicated here. However, a high per
centage of this variety was on the ground at harvest time,
possibly as much as 40%. This variety should be picked
much earlier than the other varieties.

This test was hand picked.
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v. PROJECTS (continued)

7. Agronomy (continued)

A. Cotton (continued)

(2) Fertilization, Insect Control, Weed Control

Cotton fertilization in Santa Cruz County
is a general practice accepted by all cotton growers. The
major fertilizer response is to nitrogen. In soils that are

somewhat deficient in phosphate, there is an added response
when nitrogen and phosphate are added together. Such other
factors as soil texture and structure, soil moisture, cul
tural practices, diseases and inseots have considerable
effect on the over-all value of commercial fertilizers when
applied to cotton. Growers who are growing cotton on heavy
soil have been warned that fertilization and Verticillium
Wilt are not compatable. Nitrogen fertilization probably
1s the major reason for the cotton yield today being so much

greater than ten years ago.

The latest information on cotton insect
control was given to all growers. Dr. J. N. Roney, Exten
sion Entomologist for the University of Arizona, yearly
revises his Cotton Insect Control Bulletin incorporating
into it new control methods for specific insects. This
yearly revision is made available to all Santa Cruz County
cotton growers. Growers in the county have accepted the
recommended insect control practices.

The use of monuron (eMu) for the chemical
control of Annual Morning Glory and other annual weeds, has
been well adopted by several county growers. Weed control,
using monuron, has proven economical though the control has
not always been too good. Work on rates of application of
the chemical in relation to solI texture, soil mOisture, ir
rigation schedule, and cultivations after application, are

needed. Monuron Is meant to be used as a supplement to
regular cultivation, in order to best control annual weeds.
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There are some wilt resistant varieties that have produced much higher
yields than Acala-44 where verticillium �ilt was severe. The leading
wilt resistant variety is w.R.-44. Dr. E. H. Pressley, University of
Arizona Plant Breeder, developed this variety for plantings on heavy
wilt infested land. The W. R. -44 variety has been used in variety
tests during the past seven years. It has been included in cooperative
variety tests with growers In Pima and Santa Cruz Counties during the
past three years. The w.R.-44 variety of cotton has been rather
consistent in leading in these variety tests where Verticillium Wilt
was severe.

Seed increase of the w.R.-44 started 1n santa Cruz County on the Baca
Float Ranch in 1953. There 1s a fair amount of this seed available
for planting this year. The quality of the lint is excellent. Cotton
merchants have accepted the w.R.-44 lint very favorably and have paid
a premium for it over the Arizona-44. The ginning percentage has been
lower than the Arlzona-44. All of the wilt resistant varieties have
been somewhat later maturing than the Arizona-44.

Local results of variety tests have been va�iable �ith different
seasons and locations. Weather during the growing season appears to
greatly affect the degree of severity of Verticillium Wilt. The cool
er seasons appear to increase the severity of wilt. It has been
observed that hot dry weather reduces wilt damage. Cotton grown on

heavy soils appears to have more severe damage from wilt than cotton
grown on lighter solIs.

A summary of variety tests grown locally for the purpose of evaluating
wilt resistant varieties of cotton is somewhat'indicative of how well
these varieties do under different conditions and different seasons.

(Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 follew)
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TABLE NO. I

1954-55-56 Years' Results with Wilt Resistant Varieties

Lb. Lint .r"1 Te st Ave. Yield Lb •

Variety Year per Acre Degree of Wilt No. Lint per Acre

W. H ...44 1956 1097 Moderate 7
" " It " 908 " 8 1002
W. R. - -:42 n 7t36 Moderate t)
"It " ft, 1030 tf 7 908
Arizona-44 tt 870 Moderate 8

" " n 1073 n 7 971
.:� N.M.-504 " 955 Moderate 8
"n " n 1167 " 7 1061

vLR.-44 1955 947 Moderate 4
If " " " 719 tt 5
Ii If " tt 890 Mod. to Severe 6
" " " " 542 Severe 3 774
w. R. -4-42 tt 675 Mod. to Severe 5
" " 11 " 4�1 Severe 3 528
w.R.-4-6 " 371 Severe 3
" It " " 822 Mod. to Severe 6
" " " tt 671 tt " u 5 621
Arizona-44 tt 272 Severe 3

If " n 715 Mod. to Severe 6
" tt " 731 n " "

�tt tt " 934 " " " 663
w.R.-44 1954 984 " II " 2
" It " " 1071 Very Slight 1 1027
w.R.-4-6 1t 794 Mod. to Severe 2
" " " rt 1162 Very Slig-ht 1 978
Arizona-!±4 n 707 Mod. to Severe 2

If " " 1220 Very Slight 1 963

{} The cotton variety listed as N .M. -504 is not in commercial produc
tion. It shows highest wilt tolerance and led in our variety
tests this year.

�H� Test No.1 was grown by Mr. Harold Reyher in 1954, at Marana.

Test No.2 was grown by Mr. Jack Clark on the Baea Float Ranch.

Test No.3 was grown in 1955, by Mr. Stanley Perisich, Manager of
Harris Ranches at Sahuarita.

Test No.4 was grown in 1955, by Mr. Arthur Pacheco, Manager Evco
Farms, Marana.

Test No.5 was grown in 1955, by Mr. Arthur Pacheco, Manager Evco
Farms, Marana.
Test No.6 was grown in 1955, by Mr. Culbertson, Manager of
Continental Rancho

Test No.7 was grown in 1956, by Mr. Stanley Perisich, Manager,
Harris Ranches, Sahuarita.

Test No.8 was grown in 1956, by Mr. Arthur Pacheco, Mgr. Evco Far.m.
Marana.

�o other tests were grown this year but data is not complete at this
time.
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�eferring to Table No.1, it is noted that the w.R.-44 variety, bred
by Dr. E. H. Pressley, University of Arizona Plant Breeder, is very ad
vantageous where wilt is severe. It also yields very well under mod
erate wilt infestation. Growers having severe wilt damage are

.

fortunate in having a supply of this seed available for 1957 planting.

Tables 2, 3, 4 & 5 are further reports on the behavior of w.R.-44
cotton. Dr. Pressley assembled the data and gave it to us to use as

we wish. He has set up comparisons with two excellent cotton varieties
and his own w.R.-44. The w.R.-4-42 is the variety grown in California
and the l517-C is the major variety g�own in New Mexico. Please note
the nep count and appearance index superiority of w.R.-44 shown.in
Tables 3 & 5. The other characteristics are also very satisfactory,
but the low nep count of w.R.-44 is an outstanding virtue of this
cotton. The excellent qualities of w.R.-44 along with its ability to
produce better yields under severe wilt conditions is a very valuable
asset to our cotton industry.

.

TABLE 2

YIELD TESTS - 1950 - 1956

Bolls per Length strength
Variety Lint per Acre Lb. of SC Per Cent Lint U H M Index

44-w.R. 893 58 37 .. 0 1.09 8.71

1511-C 817 61 36.6 1.12 9.34

TABLE 3

SPINNING TESTS - 1951 - 19$2 - 1953

staple strength Strength Appearance Nep
Variety Length of 22s Index Index Count

44-w.R. 1-1/16 133 112 107 6

1517-C 1-1/16 144 120 101 20
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TABLEJt
Comparative Yield of Varieties Under
Different Levels of Wilt Infestation

Severity
% of 44-vl fI !!::.Location of Wilt No. of Tests Variety LInt per Acre

Regional Severe 4 44 W R 784 100
4-42 W R 685 87

Safford Severe 2 4Lt W R 927 100
4-42 W R 876 94

- -

Pima & Severe 3 44 W R 805 100
Santa Cruz 44 565 70

Pima Hod. to 2 44 W R 833 100
Severe 44 832 100

pima Very 1 44 1N R 1071 100
Light 44 1220 114

Pima Mod. to 2 44 W R 630 100
Severe 44 501 80

4-42 W R 558 89

Pima. & Severe 2 44 W R 851 100
Pinal 44 634 75

4-42 W R 771 91

pinal & No wilt 4 44 W R 1041 100
Maricopa 44 1089 105

4-42 W R 1040 100
-

TABLE 5

Spinning Performance

No. of strength of Yarn Nep Length
Variety Tests 22s Yarns Appearance Count U.H.M.

44 1tl R 11 133.5 105 6.8 1.09
4-42 W R 136.6 104 9.3 1.08

-
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jOTTON FERTILIZATION The progress of cotton fertilization in these
two counties during the past ten years has been

outstanding. While the practice of applying commercial fertilizer .

dates back about ten years for a few growers, the majority didn't
adopt the practice until some time later. Many changes in fertiliza
tion of cotton have taken place in this short span of time. No set
standards have been established. Rates and timing of applications
vary among growers. The types of fertilizer used are also variable •

. Several factors influence the efficiency of a cotton fertilization
program.

1. Natural fertilization in the soil. An example is where
alfalfa is grown in rotation with cotton, less nitrogen will be needed.
Some soils use phosphates to an advantage.

2. Soil texture. Light soils will generally require more nitro
gen than the heavier soils. Also, the lighter textured soils will
require more frequent applications, and can use nitrogen applications
later in the season then the heavier soils.

3. Type of fertilizer depends largely on price. The price per
unit of plant food largely determines the type of fertilizer selected.
There are claims that one type will give better results than another
on certain soils, and other conditions such as temperature of irriga
tion water, where NH3 is applied in the irrigation water. 1Jith the

exception of loss of NH3 by evaporation in the irrigation water, I
know of no other research results that show any consistent difference
between the different types of nitrogen fertilizer that is now being
used locally.

4. Severe Verticillium Wilt. Indications from fertilization work
carried on where cotton had a severe infestation of wilt, were that
returns from the use of nitrogen fertilizer were not profitable. Tests
on this phase of cotton fertilization were made in Pima County in 1955.
Fertilized plots showed more wilt symptoms than unfertilized plots.
TWo varieties were used in one of these tests, one non-wilt resistant
and the other wilt resistant (Arizona-44 and w.R.-4-6). The Arizona-44
plots produced less cotton where it was fertilized. The,W.R�-4-6
produced slightly more cotton where it was fertilized, but not enough
increased yield to pay for the fertilizer. Similar results were

obtained at E10y on severe wilt infested land, where wilt research was

carried on by the University of Arizona Experiment Station workers.

5. Irrigation. Water requirements increase with added nitrogen
fertilization. While the light porous soils will use more nitrogen
applications to an advantage, more water will be required. Fertilizer
�ithout adequate water is useless. �ere water penetration is not ob
tained, nitrogen applications may decrease rather than increase cotton
yields.

Recent trends and changes in cotton fertilization include the follDW�-

1. Split applications are becoming popular. This refers to two
or more applications of fertilizer. The lighter more porous soils are

especially adapted to several applications throughout the growing
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3eason. TWo applications instead of one single application, using the
same total amount of fertilizer has produced higher yields even on

some of the heavier soils. The first application is made about two or

three weeks ahead of the first squares and the second one about a

month or five weeks later. The second application on a heavy soil can

be made too late in the season, which could delay maturity and create
a difficult situation fo� chemical defoliation. In this respect,
later applications on light soils are safer.

2 •. Higher rates of nitrogen have produced higher yields in some

instances, while in others it has decreased yields. Here, again, the
lighter soils are most apt to give increased yields from increased
rates of nitrogen applications, and "split applications" should be
fOllowed. Land taken out of alfalfa the first year will, of course,
require less nitrogen fertilization than land that has been out of
alfalfa for" some time. This is also the case where legumes, such as

Papago peas, have been plowed under as a green manure orop.

3. Pre-irrigation applications of nitrogen are being made after
the stalks are chopped and just before plowing under, or the applica
tion can be made after plowing and just before the pre-irrigation.
�is aids in the decomposition of the stalks, and results in a faster,
more vigorous growth of the young cotton. For this purpose about
30 to 50 Ibs. of actual nitrogen per acre are applied broadcast. Some

growers have applied phosphates at the same time, using (16-20)
Ammonium Phosphate or similar material. Another type of pre-irrigation
application that has been used is a band of fertilizer under the seed
row to a depth of 4 to 6 inches. From 20 to 45 units of nitrogen per
acre have been used in this manner. Both of these methods of pre
irrigation application have proved successful. Side dressings during
the growing season have followed pre-irrigation fertilizer treatments.

SEEDLING DISEASES "Soreshintt is the principal disease of young cotton
that gives much trouble in this area. Cold soils

after the cotton seed has germinated is the ideal condition for
"sore shfri" to develop. Many times an irrigation applied to young
cotton when the soil is already cold, will promote and increase
"sor-e shi ri'", Very often this early irrigation is a waste of water, as

well as resulting in a loss of stand.

There are chemical treatments for control of "s or-e shf.n" that have been
tested in this area with successful results. The material is applied
to the soil with the seed in the planting operation.

The seed treatments now being used are to be encouraged for control of
seedling diseases of cotton as well as some of the other cotton
diseases. When acid delinted seed that is treated with one of the

mercury compounds is planted, good insurance against several cotton
diseases is being purchased at a nominal sum.
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;EXAS ROOT ROT CONTROL Papago Peas; grown and plowed under as a green
manure crop, are being used successfully for

the reduction of root rot. Dr. R. B. Streeta, Plant Pathologist of the
University of Arizona, has carried on research work on control of root
rot wi th green manure crops for the past several years. He found that
Papago Peas gave by far the best results. Several cotton growers have
reported excellent root rot reduction from this green manure cropping
program. Seed is now available for planting next October. This green
manure crop has other important benefits, such as improving the water

. holding'tapacity of the solI, and increasing its organic content which
is greatly needed.

ImIGATION Level land is one of the first considerations for efficient
irrigation. The heavy or finely textured soils call for

less maximum grade than the lighter or coarser textured soils. The
desirable fall or grade for the heavier soils is 0 to 0.1 ft. per
100 ft. Takit1g this slight grade as a goal, a lot of re-levelling
work could be done. Fields that have grades that are steep are gener
ally characterized by smaller cotton plants with much less cotton on

them in the middle portion of the field. In extreme cases this condi
tion has been referred to as the "foul»-fifths middle". Besides
re-levelling, reducing the flow of water down each row, and shortening
the irrigation runs will promote better water penetration, and help to
reduce the "four-fifths middle rf

c onditLon ,

"

Pre-planting irrigations are generally made in March for April plant
ings. Uniform water penetration to a depth of 5 or 6 feet is desirable
and is the aim of most growers. Some aids in obtaining uniform water
penetration were discussed under land levelling. Chiseling or sub
soiling is used on land where water penetration 1s difficult. The use

of leguminous green manure crops is beneficial in this respect. Gypsum
applied in the irrigation water has been beneficial on some soils where
soil and water analyses indicated that it was needed.

Pre-irrigating the land in the rough is an aid for obtaining good
water penetration. This, of course, slows up the flow of water. It
is also an advantage in that it reduces the working of the soil. Many
soils can easily be mechanically over-worked, especially soils low in
organic matter.

�e use of a soil probe, soil auger or soil tube can take the guessing
out of water penetration being obtained.

First irrigation after ootton is up to a stand are often applied too
early to be of any benefit. When the soil is cold and "soreshin" has
already started, irrigations can seldom benefit the cotton. Then,
too, regardless of "ec re snt.n' I an irrigation is useless if the soil
moisture is still adequate within the feeder root zone.

INSECT CONTROL A new bulletin on 1957 Cotton Insect Control Recom
mendations for Arizona, written by Dr. J. N. Roney,

�tension Entomologist, University of Arizona, will probably be avail
able before insect problems arise.

�rlps control is generally necessary early in the season, and is most
often neglected. Thrips are one of the smallest insects that damage
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cotton in this area and at the same time it is one of the most
damaging insects that we have. Young plants may recover from the sick
ly, silver colored leaf appearance typical of thrips infested cotton,
but will often lose most of the bottom crop if this insect is not con

trolled. Research on the control of thrips has been carried on in
this county by U. S. Department of Agriculture entomologists, Messrs.
w. A. stevenson and W. M. Kaufman. Thrips control has increased
yields consistently in their field-sized experimental plots. Their
research has shown very high profits for this insect control measure.

WEED CONTROL Annual Morni� Glory control with C. M. U. had its
initial trial by growers in the area last year. In the

aggregate, their first try with this chemical weed control was profit
able. The control was not perfect in some fields, but good enough to
be hailed as'Q big improvement over former methods used. Rates of ap
plications appeared to be one of the principal problems. Heavy soils
require heavier rates than do light soils. Where soil texture is
variable from one end of the field to the other, a real problem exists.
The maximum rate is probably necessary for good control, but there is
a question of the high rates of C.M.U. applications damaging the cotton
on the portion of the field having the light soil. Research on rates
in relation to soil texture and tolerance of cotton to C.M.U. has been
in progress. Dr. Keith Hamilton of the University of Arizona Agronomy
Department, expects to have a report written on this before the Morn
ing Glory season arrives again this year.

THINNING Spacing of cotton plants has been under experimentation for

many years. There have been variable results from spacing
tests over the years. At the present time, high plant populations or

thick cotton are popular with growers in this area. Many growers have
reduced the rate of planting so as to plant to a stand. This saves

chopping labor but offers more hazards in obtaining a satisfactory
stand. The closely spaced cotton plants loan themselves better to
machine picking but reduce the bottom crop, especially on the heavier
solIs. It has been reported that thick stands of cotton where
Verticillium Wilt is severe are advantageous.

Planting enough seed to insure a good stand and blocking about one hoe
width has proved to be very satisfactory. This 1s accomplished by
chopping out one hoe width and leaving the plants in the' next hoe
width. This will generally leave two to four plants in the eight inch
space with about eight inches between the groups of plants remaining
after chopping. A spacing test conducted in this area where eight
inch blocked, sixteen inch blocked and unthinned cotton were compared,
favored the eight inch blocking. TWenty-two pounds of acid delinted
seed per acre was planted. Some growers who tried the unthinned
cotton on heavy soils have gone back to the eight inch blocking methode
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v. PROJECTS (continued)

7. Agronomy (continued)

B. Forage Crops and Grain

The following feed crops are grown in Santa Cruz
County: Corn, grain sorghums, barley, and alfalfa. In the
main, the production of these crops is primarily for use In
feeding cattle. Fertilization, varietal problems and insect
control are main phases of growing these feed crops which
have been considered by the Extension program. As of the
last two years, these crops, the grain sorghums and small
grains, are becoming more and more important which means

there is the need for additional work in these fields.

Result demonstrations on phosphate fertilization
of alfalfa and nitrogen fertilization of barley have been
conducted. Hybrid corn variety tests have been made. Infor
mation on these subjects, as well as insect control, irriga
tion, planting rates and dates of planting, have been furn
ished to county growers.


